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Direct detection experiments

Background Estimate and Sensitivity Reach

Geant4 model

Based on the measured activity of the ma-
terials used to build the detector, a de-
tailed simulation of the gamma and neu-
tron backgrounds has been carried out.
The expected gamma background in a 50
kg fiducial volume is estimated to be less
than 0.01 events/keV/kg/day while the
neutron background is expected to be less
than 0.9 n/year. Assuming the same back-
ground rejection power and threshold as
XENON10, the new detector should be
background free for about 2 months, corresponding to a sen-
sitivity reach of ∼ 2 × 10−45 cm2 for a 100 GeV WIMP.
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XENON100 projected sensitivity

Screening Facility Shield

Gator HPGe detector

A dedicated facility for screen-
ing materials used in the con-
struction of XENON100 has
been built and consists of an
ultra-low background, 100% ef-
ficient (2 kg) HPGe spectrom-
eter enclosed in a 5 cm OFRP
Cu and 20 cm Pb outer layer
shield. The LNGS screening
facility has also been used for
many of the XENON100 sam-
ples essaying. XENON100 cryostat in the shield

Data Acquisition
The XENON100 data acquisition system is composed of 31 CAEN
V1724 14 bit 100 MHz flash ADCs to digitize the 242 PMTs signals.
The V1724 permits operation in deadtime-less mode where data is
written to a circular buffer and where multiple events can be stored
before they are read via the VME bus. The digitized signals are
“zero length encoded” by the V1724 FPGA, i.e. only the relevant
signal portions are transfered from the ADCs to the data acquisition
computer, to allow faster event transfer rates (> 60 Hz).

XENON100 DAQ

TPC & Meshes

XENON100 TPC Resistors

The inner volume of the XENON100 TPC, defined by 24
interlocking PTFE panels, has a radius of 15 cm and a drift
length of 30 cm. The uniformity of the drift field is ensured
by a set of 40 field shaping wires, mounted inside and out-
side the PTFE structure. The spectroscopic performance
of different mesh designs has been simulated and the final
detector will be equipped with hexagonal meshes for the
proportional scintillation region.

PMTs
The top array is composed of 98 tubes (QE ∼23%) disposed in circular patterns to enable good XY
position resolution while minimizing the number of tubes required. The bottom array is composed of
80 high QE (∼33%) tubes arranged on a square grid to maximize light collection. The top (bottom)
shield arrays each have 32 tubes arranged in alternating inward and down (up) directions to allow
them to view simultaneously the top, bottom and side portions of the active LXe shield.

XENON100 top PMT array XENON100 bottom PMT array XENON100 bottom shield array

Design

The XENON100 detector

The XENON100 detector is an evolution of the first
prototype, aiming at a dramatic improvement in sen-
sitivity through a factor of 100 reduction in gamma-
background and a factor of 10 increase in fiducial mass.
The XENON100 cryostat was
designed to fit in the existing
XENON10 passive shield, to enable
a rapid deployment of the experi-
ment, paying however attention to
the requirement for low background.
To this end, XENON100 uses a
novel cryogenics design with the
pulse tube refrigerator (PTR) located
far from the detector and outside its
shielded cavity, along with signal
and high-voltage feedthroughs,
eliminating their contribution to the
background.
For effective background reduction, XENON100 also uses an
active LXe shield for a total of 105 kg viewed by 64 PMTs,
surrounding the inner target with 65 kg of Xe. The TPC is in-
strumented with 178 PMTs. The PMTs are of the same type de-
veloped for XENON10, but with lower radioactivity and higher
quantum efficiency (QE).

Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso
Like XENON10, the new XENON100 experiment is located
underground in the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS)
in Italy. The average rock coverage of 1.4 km (3100 mwe),
provides a factor of 106 reduction of the surface muon flux.

XENON100

XENON10

The XENON10 TPC had a total active mass of 15 kg of LXe. To de-
tect the direct and proportional scintillation light, compact, metal channel
1” square PMTs (Hamamatsu R8520-06-Al). An array of 41 PMTs was
located below the cathode, fully immersed in LXe, to efficiently detect the
direct scintillation light while an array of 48 PMTs, in the gas, were used
to detect the proportional light and provided the X-Y event location in the
active volume, with a precision of a few millimeters. The drift time mea-
surement provided the Z-coordinate, with a precision of a few hundred
microns.

From October 6th 2006 until February 20th 2007, the
XENON10 detector was operated in WIMP-search mode at
the Gran Sasso underground laboratory and recorded about
1800 events in the 4.5 to 29.6 keVr energy range, a priori des-
ignated as the signal region. Out of these 1800 events, 10 were
observed in the WIMP window after all cuts. By considering
all ten observed events, with no background subtraction, and
using the “maximum gap” method [Phys. Rev. D 66, 032005
(2002)], the experiment placed in 2007 the best limit on the
spin independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 021303 (2008)
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The XENON Project
The XENON project aims to detect Galactic WIMPs through their elastic scattering with Xe nuclei in
a 1-ton scale liquid xenon detector (XENON1T) placed deep underground, with a sensitivity to both
spin independent and spin dependent WIMP-nucleon coupling.

The detector is a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) operated in dual phase (liquid/gas), self-shielded
by an active veto of pure LXe scintillator with event-by-event discrimination provided by the simul-
taneous measurement of ionization and scintillation. 3D event localization and adequate shielding
further reduce the background. The first prototype detector (XENON10) was deployed underground,
at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS) during 2006. With 136 kg · days exposure, this first
experiment reported in 2007 the best sensitivity to WIMP-nucleon spin independent cross-section.

The current phase of the project involves a new detector (XENON100), currently under commission-
ing at LNGS. The projected background rate, based on careful materials screening, and the expected
exposure will allow to reach a sensitivity of ∼2 × 10−45 cm2.

Liquid Xenon to Detect Dark Matter WIMPs
The advantages of using liquid xenon (LXe) for dark matter direct detection are numerous: its high
stopping power (Z = 54, ρ = 3g/cm3) allows for a compact self-shielding geometry, its large A
(∼131) makes it attractive for spin independent interactions (σ ∼ A2) and the presence of ∼50%
odd isotopes (129

54Xe, 131
54Xe) also makes it good for spin dependent interactions, it has no long lived

radioactive isotopes, and it is also an efficient and fast scintillator with a wavelength (∼175 nm) that
enables direct readout by PMTs.

The XENON100 Dark Matter Experiment
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for moderate variations in the definition of any of the data
quality cuts. These events were observed on January 23,
February 12, and June 3, at 30.2 keVnr, 34.6 keVnr, and
12.1 keVnr, respectively. The event distribution in the
TPC is shown in Fig. 4. Given the background expecta-
tion of (1.8±0.6) events, the observation of 3 events does
not constitute evidence for dark matter, as the chance
probability of the corresponding Poisson process to re-
sult in 3 or more events is 28%.
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 expectedσ 1 ±

Buchmueller et al.

Trotta et al.

FIG. 5: Spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross-section
� as function of WIMP mass m�. The new XENON100 limit
at 90% CL, as derived with the Profile Likelihood method tak-
ing into account all relevant systematic uncertainties, is shown
as the thick (blue) line together with the expected sensitivity
of this run (yellow/green band). The limits from XENON100
(2010) [7], EDELWEISS (2011) [6], CDMS (2009) [5] (re-
calculated with vesc = 544 km/s, v0 = 220 km/s), CDMS
(2011) [19] and XENON10 (2011) [20] are also shown. Ex-
pectations from CMSSM are indicated at 68% and 95% CL
(shaded gray [21], gray contour [22]), as well as the 90% CL ar-
eas favored by CoGeNT [23] and DAMA (no channeling) [24].

The statistical analysis using the Profile Likelihood
method [17] does not yield a significant signal excess ei-
ther, the p-value of the background-only hypothesis is
31%. A limit on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
elastic scattering cross-section � is calculated where
WIMPs are assumed to be distributed in an isothermal
halo with v0 = 220 km/s, Galactic escape velocity vesc =
(544+64

�46) km/s, and a density of ⇢� = 0.3 GeV/cm3. The
S1 energy resolution, governed by Poisson fluctuations of
the PE generation in the PMTs, is taken into account.
Uncertainties in the energy scale as indicated in Fig. 1,
in the background expectation and in vesc are profiled
out and incorporated into the limit. The resulting 90%
confidence level (CL) limit is shown in Fig. 5 and has
a minimum � = 7.0 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 at a WIMP mass of
m� = 50GeV/c2. The impact of Le↵ data below 3 keVnr

is negligible at m� = 10GeV/c2. The sensitivity is the
expected limit in absence of a signal above background
and is also shown in Fig. 5. Due to the presence of
two events around 30 keVnr, the limit at higher m� is

weaker than expected. Within the systematic di↵erences
of the methods, this limit is consistent with the one from
the optimum interval analysis, which calculates the limit
based only on events in the WIMP search region. Its
acceptance-corrected exposure, weighted with the spec-
trum of a m� = 100GeV/c2 WIMP, is 1471 kg ⇥ days.
This result excludes a large fraction of previously unex-
plored WIMP parameter space, and cuts into the region
where supersymmetric WIMP dark matter is accessible
by the LHC [21]. Moreover, the new result challenges
the interpretation of the DAMA [24] and CoGeNT [23]
results as being due to light mass WIMPs.
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Directional detection
Direct / Directional Detection

ER, θ, φ

Dark Matter and Halo models
Models and detection rates

Anisotropy detection
Conclusion

New type of detector : using a TPC to keep track of the nuclei

Directional detection is born ! :-)

Sonia El Hedri Dark Matter directional detection
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Dark matter halo characterized by a distribution function

P(~r , ~v) = f (~r , ~v)d3vd3r

A detector on Earth measures

fSun(~v) = f (~rEarth, ~v)

Jeans theorem states

f (~r , ~v) = f (I1[~r , ~v ], I2[~r , ~v ], I3[~r , ~v ])

⇒ fSun(~v) = f (I1[~r0, ~v ], I2[~r0, ~v ], I3[~r0, ~v ])

fSun(~v) allows to reconstruct the global distribution function!

Sonia El Hedri Dark matter in 3D with directional detection
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Isotropic f (v)

DM flux from Cygnus
preferred direction
of nuclear recoils

DM flux with suppressed
circular orbits

preferred direction
of nuclear recoils

Low ER Low ER

High ER High ER

Isotropic f(v) Anisotropic f(v)

Flux from
Cygnus

Preferred
recoil

directions
DM flux from Cygnus

preferred direction
of nuclear recoils

DM flux with suppressed
circular orbits

preferred direction
of nuclear recoils

Low ER Low ER

High ER High ER

Isotropic f(v) Anisotropic f(v)
Anisotropic f (~v)

DM flux from Cygnus
preferred direction
of nuclear recoils

DM flux with suppressed
circular orbits

preferred direction
of nuclear recoils

Low ER Low ER

High ER High ER

Isotropic f(v) Anisotropic f(v)

Flux from
Cygnus

Preferred
recoil

directions
DM flux from Cygnus

preferred direction
of nuclear recoils

DM flux with suppressed
circular orbits

preferred direction
of nuclear recoils

Low ER Low ER

High ER High ER

Isotropic f(v) Anisotropic f(v)

Ring-like features for low ER and point-like features for high ER for
each of the preferred directions.
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θ − φ profiles of the detection rate

The Dark Matter galactic halo
Direct/Directional detection

Determining f (̨v, rE )
Conclusion

Isotropic and anisotropic haloes
Model independant parametrization of f (̨v, rE )

The galactic frame

!

"�vEarth

�vrecoil

Galactic center

Sonia El Hedri, with Daniele Alves and Jay Wacker (work in progress)Dark Matter directional detection
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f (v) = e
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−α
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Model independent parameterization of the distribution function

f (~r , ~v) = f (E , Lt , Lz) = f1(E)f2(Lt)f3(Lz)

Lt =
√

L2 − L2z

f1(E ) =
∑
i

ciP
(i)
L

( E
Elim

)

f2(Lt) =
∑
i

di cos

(
iπ

Lt
Lmax

)

f3(Lz) =
∑
i

fi cos

(
iπ

Lz
Lmax

)
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Michie distribution with mDM = 6 GeV – Sulphur nuclear target
103 and 104 signal events
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Michie distribution with mDM = 6 GeV – Sulphur nuclear target
103 and 104 signal events
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Best current possible estimates of f (~r , ~v)
Via Lactea II : 109 particles, each of mass ≈ 103MSun

The Dark Matter galactic halo
Direct/Directional detection

Determining f (̨v, rE )
Conclusion

Hint of halo properties via N-body simulations
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Not a standard Maxwellian distribution. How to know more about
it ?
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The Dark Matter galactic halo
Direct/Directional detection

Determining f (̨v, rE )
Conclusion

Hint of halo properties via N-body simulations
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E , Lt , Lz distributions near the Earth
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f1(E ) at 4.5, 8 and 30 kpc away from the center of the galaxy
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f2(Lt) and f3(Lz) at 4.5, 8 and 30 kpc away from the center of the
galaxy
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Good agreement at 1 σ, small discrepancies at large distances
probably due to our choice of integrals of motion
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Directional sensitivity is necessary to understand the
kinematic properties of the dark matter halo

The local velocity distribution near the Earth gives direct
access to the galactic dark matter distribution function using
Jeans theorem

Series expansions allow to parameterize the distribution
function in a model independent way

Multidimensional fitting techniques allow to get a reasonable
estimate of the shape of the DF with about 1000 events

Very good fits of the local velocity distribution function from
the VLII simulation using our ansatz

Jeans theorem seems verified near the center of the galaxy for
VLII data
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Test using N-body simulations

Thank you
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